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Media artist Sangita Shresthova delves into the world of 
Bollywood moves to unwrap their appeal. By Sanchita Guha

hips don’t lie

Put your feet up with a drama spanning generations, 
or follow a monk’s trail of wisdom across the world

One hardly thinks of Kashmir these days as 
anything other than a spot where a very 
substantial life insurance is one of the 
essentials of existence. The Kashmir Shawl 
by Rosie Thomas (Harper Collins, ̀  299)  
takes readers back to quieter times, when 
the British ruled India and Srinagar was still 
a place of languid conversations on 
beautiful houseboats. Then war arrives at 
the doorstep and the life of young Nerys 
Watkins takes a different turn. 

back to eden 

love ’em or hate ’em, the world 
cannot resist Bollywood moves. 
Neither could US-based dancer 

and media artist Sangita Shresthova. 
Her new book Is It All about the Hips? 
Around the world with Bollywood dance 
(Sage, ` 450) explores the deep cultural 
influences behind the jhatkas. 
Bollywood dance has mesmerised the 
world, though the choreography can 
be often crass. How did this happen? 
First, there’s the coming-of-age of the 

to the mix. Slumdog Millionaire’s Jai 
Ho further popularised it even among 
audiences who may have been only 
marginally familiar with Hindi cinema.
What is the role of Bollywood dance in 
India’s quest for globalisation? 
Outside India, Bollywood dance is 
now often seen as Indian dance. It may 
even displace classical dance styles in 
representing Indian culture. This is both 
good and bad: Bollywood dance has 
popularised Indianised dance, but the 
easy access makes it possible for anyone 
to claim they are qualified to teach and 
perform Bollywood dance. To those of us, 
who know how delightful accomplished 
film dancing can be, these attempts can, 
at times, be painful to watch.

But I believe that those genuinely 
interested in Bollywood (and other 
Indian) cultures will look beyond the 
shiny veneer. They will start to ask 
questions about where Bollywood comes 
from and how it travels. 
What is the guiding principle of your 
company Bollynatyam? 
Bolly equals filmic, mediated, mixing 
of cultures; natyam equals theatrical, 
rooted in Indian and South Asian 
traditions. Bollynatyam situates Indian 
classical and Bollywood dances within 
a historical and cultural continuum to 
recognise contemporary trends while 
respecting past events that contributed 
to their existence.

Indian diaspora, whose demand for 
Hindi films supported distribution 
outside India. This coincided with 
pro-market reforms in India, which led 
to a more international focus within 
India’s film industries. Then, there are 
the media technologies. Today you can 
pretty much find any Hindi film song-
and-dance sequences on YouTube. The 
proliferation of new dance-exercise forms 
like Zumba and a renewed interested in 
dance through TV contests contributed 

new releases

Still without 
his Ferrari
Even those who have only a 
nodding acquaintance with 
books probably read Robin 
Sharma’s The Monk Who Sold 
His Ferrari. In this sequel, The Secret Letters of the 
Monk... (Jaico, ` 250), the journey to wisdom is 
continued by ex-lawyer Julian Mantle’s relative 
Jonathan. He travels around the world collecting 
letters that encapsulate all that Julian discovered 
when he gave up his lifestyle of wealth and power 
for a life of spiritual gains. 
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